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Effect of Stress in Drawn Wires
on Magnetization Curves in the Saturation Region
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Magnetic measurements are becoming an important group of nondestructive testing methods for metallurgical
products. In the present paper we focus on the possibility to avail of the so-called law of approach to magnetic
saturation for determination of variations of mechanical properties (residual stress) in drawn wires. The measured
M = f(H) dependences are reasonably well fitted with the simplest Weiss relationship. The value of model
parameter a depends significantly on processing conditions.
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1. Introduction

Estimation of residual stresses present in metallurgi-
cal products after their final processing is important for
safety reasons [1–3]. A number of non-destructive tech-
niques have been developed for this purpose [4–6]. In
the present paper we focus on the possibility to estimate
the level of residual stresses in drawn wires on the basis
of magnetic measurements carried out in the saturation
region.

Magnetic properties of ferromagnets in the high field
region are described with the phenomenological law of
approach to saturation (LAS), which is usually written
in the form of a series expansion [7–12]:

M =Ms

(
1− a

H
− b

H2
− c

H3
− · · ·

)
+ χH, (1)

where Ms is saturation magnetization, a, b, and χ are
constants. The constant a is interpreted as due to in-
clusions and/or microstress, the constant b — as due to
crystal anisotropy [11], whereas χ is the so-called para-
magnetic contribution [12].

There are a number of problems related to this seem-
ingly simple expression. One of the earliest papers on
LAS [7] considered just a simplified form of the expression
(1), M = Ms(1 − b/H2). Cullity and Graham pointed
out that the 1/H term would lead to infinite energy at
very high field strengths, which implies that either the
a/H term is non-physical or valid over a limited field
range [11]. The a/H term considered originally by Weiss
and Forrer [13] is usually called the magnetic hardness.
In Fuller Brown’s theory [8, 9] it arose from local stress
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caused by defects of crystalline lattice, whereas Néel re-
lated it to the leakage field from ferromagnetic materi-
als [10]. Grössinger pointed out that there were many ex-
perimental proofs confirming a good correlation between
the value of a and the level of inhomogeneities present
in the sample [14]. Dionne et al. suggested that a might
be proportional to the product of saturation magneti-
zation and effective porosity [15]. Up to now it is not
clear if magnetic hardness should be accounted for every
material.

A wider agreement of the opinions of scientists is met in
the case of the second term in the series expansion of re-
lationship (1). It is generally accepted that there exists a
proportionality between the values of b and magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy coefficient K1. Holstein and Primakoff
pointed out that the coefficient b was conditioned by the
plastic deformation of the materials, whereas c was deter-
mined by the crystalline properties and elastic state [16].
The order of magnitude and dependence on temperature
and elastic condition of the constant c, as well as the
field variation of the term c/H3 indicated that c origi-
nated from ferromagnetic anisotropy of crystal grains in
the specimen. The latter observation was true no matter
whether the anisotropy was a consequence of the natu-
ral crystalline properties, or it was intentionally induced.
The authors have also found out that c was independent
of the metallurgical treatment.

It should be recalled that some authors consider ad-
ditional fractional power terms of H, accounting for the
so-called Holstein–Primakoff paraprocess responsible for
spin wave amplitude reduction [16] or presence of mean
field effects in the material.

In order to determine the values of coefficients appear-
ing in different forms of the expression (1) it is expe-
dient to carry out a transformation of the relationship
into an appropriate linearized form (the so-called func-
tion rectification) and perform a linear regression fit.
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Such an approach has been recommended by several au-
thors [14, 15, 17, 18]. On the basis of physical consid-
erations Utsonomiya et al. derived a quadratic depen-
dence between the value of coefficient b and stress [17].
Subsequently Gimmel and Feller analyzed a linear func-
tional dependence, but for the relationship a = a(σ) in
the simplified Weiss LAS M = Ms(1 − a/H) [18]. The
fact that values of coefficients appearing in the expres-
sion (1) might be correlated with stress opens up a novel
possibility to estimate residual stress level in drawn wires
from magnetic measurements in the high field region, as
pointed out in the report [19].

2. Measurements and modeling

The wires examined in the present study have been
drawn in industrial conditions using a modern multi-step
drawing machine Koch KGT 25/12. The material used
in the investigation is C78DP high carbon (0.78% C)
steel. Before processing the wires have been patented,
itched, and phosphored. The drawing process of 5.5 mm
wires to the final diameter (1.7 mm) was carried out in
12 passes. Magnetic properties of the wires drawn at dif-
ferent speeds and the reference sample i.e. annealed wire
have been determined with a vibrating sample magne-
tometer VSM 7301 from Lakeshore. For modeling pur-
poses we have used the parts of M = M(H) curves for
H ≥ 1 kOe (79.6 kA/m).

The first step was determination of the most suitable
and simplest form of the LAS expression for the an-
nealed i.e. stress-free wire. We have checked the fol-
lowing options:

• M =Ms(1− a/H),

• M =Ms(1− a/H) + χH,

• M =Ms(1− b/H2),

• M =Ms(1− b/H2) + χH,

• M =Ms(1− a/H − b/H2).

Fig. 1. Fitting of M vs. 1/H using experimental data
for the annealed wire.

Fig. 2. Fitting of dM/dH vs. 1/H2 using transformed
experimental data for the annealed wire.

The recommended practice to choose the most appro-
priate relationship for further studies is to carry out a
graphical inspection of the rectified relationships [14].
We have found out that for our measurement datasets
the term a/H might be dominant in the range of exam-
ined field strengths. This can be inferred from Figs. 1
and 2, which represent the relationships M = f(1/H)
and dM/dH = g(1/H2), respectively. Differential sus-
ceptibility presented in the second chart was calculated
numerically using fourth-order central differences scheme
for the equidistant set of points obtained after smoothing
and interpolation of original data. Similar analysis was
carried out for other considered relationships, however it
has turned out that either the obtained fits were worse or
the values of some coefficients were statistically insignif-
icant. In some case we have even obtained non-physical
(negative) values. These findings prevented us from re-
peating Utsonomiya’s calculations [17] for our high car-
bon steel samples, which was the original goal of this
contribution.

TABLE I

Values of parameter a and statistical measures for the
fits shown in Fig. 3.

Wire Value Error N.p. Reduced χ2 Adj. R2

annealed 13000 200 32 2.64× 107 0.97226
drawn at 15 m/s 8100 100 16 2.06× 106 0.99734
drawn at 25 m/s 7150 100 15 2.14× 106 0.99656

Figure 3 depicts the modelled relationships for the an-
nealed sample and for wires drawn at two speeds i.e.
v = 15 m/s and 25 m/s, whereas Table I lists the es-
timated values of parameter a under different process-
ing conditions and the most relevant statistical mea-
sures. Column “Error” denotes the uncertainty in de-
termination of a value, “N.p.” is the number of data
points, whereas “Reduced χ2” is the sum of squared devi-
ations between experimental data and theoretical curve.
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Fig. 3. Fitting of experimental data to the Weiss rela-
tionship for different processing conditions.

In the first approximation we have neglected the para-
magnetic term χH and used the simplest Weiss relation-
ship M = Ms(1 − a(σ)/H) for modeling of magnetiza-
tion curves of wires after processing. We have found out
that the value of saturation magnetization was practi-
cally constant (fixed to Ms = 1.4 × 106 A/m for the
dependences shown in Fig. 3), whereas the value of pa-
rameter a was dependent on residual stress inherent in
the drawn wires.

3. Conclusions

In the present paper we have focused on the possibility
to avail of the so-called law of approach to magnetic satu-
ration for determination of mechanical properties (resid-
ual stress) of wires subject to different processing con-
ditions. We have pointed out some practical problems
related to the LAS relationship. We have carried out
measurements of magnetic properties for wires drawn at
different speeds and for the annealed wire. We have found
out that our measurement data are reasonably well fitted
using the simplest LAS form. The model parameter a is
found to be dependent on stress. Future work shall focus
on determination of an explicit relationship between the
level of residual stress and the value of a parameter in a
wider range of drawing speeds. Moreover, modeling re-
sults shall be verified with other approaches such as the
Schepers–Peiter or Sachs–Linicus methods.
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